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Femininity
NAPA VALLEY

RED WINE

VINTAGE 2018

This Napa Valley red wine is the perfect symbol of the power of femininity, 
which exudes strength and elegance simultaneously. The opulent and 
rich table of life anchors us within time, while the pillar of femininity 
gives birth to life and the power of endless imagination! 

TASTING NOTES: 
Aroma: Opens with enticing aromas of baked blackberry pie with hints of 
red plum and orange peel.
Palate: Seductive flavors of Bing cherry, boysenberry and fig jam are 
highlighted with a hint of polished leather and supple tannins that lead to 
a long, satisfying finish.

THE ALCHEMY OF DREAMS COLLECTION:
In dreams, we are possessed of an alternative vision of reality, and 
through alchemy, we transform. The alchemy of dreams is therefore the 
transformation of the unseen into the real, and the spark of life within. 
With wine transformed from the vessel of the grape into the elixir that fills 
our glass, we see the magical power of alchemy, where grapes are 
converted into a new state, wine, that itself elicits dreams… A surreal state 
in between worlds, the Alchemy of Dreams is creation brought to life… 
and so, life itself! All our senses are captured through the alchemy of 
dreams, and our senses lifted to a new dimension as we create our own 
vision of the world! To further dreams, emotions, creations and 
transformations… to Alchemy!

TECHNICAL NOTES
VARIETAL: 

70% Cabernet Sauvignon, 13% Malbec, 
10% Petite Syrah, 6% Petite Verdot and 

1% Cabernet Franc

APPELLATION: 
Napa Valley

ALCOHOL: 14.5%

Ph: 3.65

TA: 6.2

AGING:
 18 months in small French oak barrels; 

12% new French

 PRODUCTION:
473 cases


